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It was originally produced by Ford from until It returned in for the model year. It was originally
created as a limited production model for However, the car proved to be very popular and sold
15, units in its first model year, [3] leading Ford to order more engines and begin series
production. There has been some confusion about the original intended use of the engine. It
was thought this engine was first intended to power a mid-engine sports car, that project known
internally as GN34 was canceled. Patents have been found and pictures of prototype SHO
powerplants installed in the Taurus show that the original intent was for the larger FWD setup
and the GN34 would have come later. Production of the SHO came to an end after the model
year due to plummeting sales. The SHO differed from the normal Taurus on the exterior by
having a Mercury Sable hood, different bumpers, side cladding, and fog lamps. A special edition
of the SHO called the Plus package became available in late It came as part of option package A
and contained different styling cues from the standard SHO, including a plastic 'Power Bulge'
hood, chrome window trim, a plastic spoiler without the 3rd brake light, body colored stripe in
the lower cladding, black mirrors, black B and C pillars, rod shifter upgrade, and a body color
TAURUS badge. There were also some SHO's that came with only part of the package options
known in the community as a 'partial plus'. White painted pluses had the option of white painted
"slicer" wheels. Also in 91 a green called "Deep Jewel Green Clearcoat Metallic" was available,
but only with the plus option. The SHO was redesigned for , although it continued with the same
powertrain as before: The Yamaha Built V-6 engine and 5-speed manual transmission. The
second generation SHO borrowed from the Mercury Sable 's front fenders, hood, and
headlights, but used a different bumper, fog lamps, and no middle lightbar. For the model year,
the rear brakes on the SHO were converted to solid discs, replacing the vented discs of almost
identical dimensions that were used in the â€” model years. The lack of an automatic
transmission had hurt sales, which was a situation that Ford rectified for MY Other changes for
included a trunklid spoiler, with integrated center high mount stop lamp, and "Italian" or
directional Slicer wheels. With the addition of Italian slicers the SHO now had right and left
specific wheels. The model years featured very subtle changes. They no longer came with
chrome trim around the windows, the door handles were now painted body color, and black was
no longer offered as an interior or exterior color. They then replaced the stock engine and
drivetrain with SHO drivetrain. Inside, the interior was replicated of that of a high spec SHO
sedan, including its sport seats, steering wheel, and included most of the SHO's equipment. The
model became nothing more than a one off special, and the Car and Driver staff as well as Ford
admitted that the SHO wagon was created "just for fun", and was never meant to be a serious
production vehicle. This generation of SHO has become prominent in American pop culture due
to comedian Conan O'Brien using a green model that he personally owns in a number of
comedy sketches. He would later facetiously claim to be the main influence behind Ford's
decision to revive the model in a sketch when he "reviewed" the SHO with a Ford employee.
Unlike its predecessors, this SHO was more refined and used less radical bodywork. It differed
from the normal Taurus with different seats, Alloy wheels , bumpers , V8 drivetrain, as well as a
fin being put on the driver's side windshield wiper , to keep it on the windshield at high speeds.
It was also the only Ford Taurus generation with a V8 Engine. The and later models got the
AX4N transmission, which has the same gearsets and thus the same gear ratios as the AX4S
used in the to SHO, except for the final gear at When energized Lower speeds it is full soft,
when no power fast speeds and hard braking , full hard. This included modified suspensions
strut and Adaptable Assisted Steering. Each corner of the car can be in either mode and acts
independently. This eliminates dive on heavy braking and drastically reduces squat on
acceleration. The shock solenoids on all 4 struts and the solenoid on the ZF rack and pinion
steering changes their behaviour hard or soft based on independent suspension sensors and
ABS sensor based speed detection. The and models had sensors on all 4 wheels. The models
only had sensors on the 2 front wheels. The SARC suspension option was deleted on the
models using the same struts of the non-SHO Taurus, but keeping the adjustable power
steering option. After skipping two Ford Taurus generations, the resurrected sport sedan has
all-wheel drive and is largely derived from the Ford D3 platform. It features a 3. This includes
SHO-specific shock absorbers, springs, stabilizer bars and strut mount bushings. An optional
Performance Package offers better brake pads, recalibrated steering, a "Sport Mode" for the
stability control, additional cooling capacity, engine oil cooler, transmission cooler, PTU cooler,
a shorter 3. Visually, the differences from the regular Taurus are subtle. The models were even
more subtle, sporting a chrome wide-toothed grill, SHO C-Pillar logo and 5-spoked wheels. They
all have a decklid spoiler, dual polished stainless steel exhaust tips, new parking lamp bezels, a
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recently found out from a new friend that he knows of a SHO supercharged that was at HP at the
crank. He said he got to go for a ride in that SHO, what a ride that must have been. He also told
me that he had another friend that was building an SHO that would probably surpass the HP
one. Hopefully we'll hear more about that one in the near future. Just imagine when you did
some internal work what you could get out of this 3. Because it needs the higher octane. This is
my second SHO that I have owned. This is the first year that Ford offered an automatic
transmission as an option. Not as fun to drive as a 5 speed model. So cool looking, besides
being semi-functional, even though it is a exhaust, and not a true straight dual from engine to
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Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Taurus SHO. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Taurus lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
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reviews. I am second owner. My first Ford. Drove for 2 weeks before I purchased. Reasonable
reliability. No engine problems except oil leak into spark plug wells, which surprisingly did not
affect the ignition or wires at all. Unusual failure of front spring bearings, maybe due to
improperly performed recall requiring removal of springs? Now using cryogenic brake pads and
centrix rotors. Torque steer disappeared with Goodyear Tripletreds. Read less. Bought the car
with exactly k miles a little over a year ago. I absolutely fell in love with the car when I saw an ad
for it in my hometown. I replaced a few sensors and a muffler and we were good to go! Now, I
love this car but you need to know what you're getting into. This is not a budget car.
Maintenance is not cheap and you can get in over your head if you're not careful. Other than
that I swear that a few electrical problems have actually fixed themselves. The alternator used to
make the wipers slow down when idling. It hasn't done that since winter. Also the wipers used
to stop halfway across the windshield on intermittent but it hasn't done that in a long time. The
greatest car I ever had! Economical, room for a family, and some guts! Recently lost a throwout
bearing which put grooves in the hub in the bell housing MAJOR problem, but fixing it anyway.
The car is too good to let go of. Wish they still made them! This is the best car I have ever
owned, no driven! Awesome quick and handles great. I get almost 30 mpg highway. Interior is
comfortable. Four doors made this car the perfect car for me; I can fit my family in it and still
have a kicking sports car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus. Sign Up. Taurus SHO was
high-performance family sedan. At a recent Daily News ClassicCars. Which got me to wondering
whatever happened to the SHOs and were there any advertised for sale on ClassicCars. SHO
showcased a Yamaha-produced high-output V6. Ford drew a lot of attention midway into the
model year when it launched the Taurus, which not only had front-wheel drive, but no real grille,
and looked more like an Audi than a made-in-Detroit vehicle. There also was a station wagon
model. Propulsion was provided by either an horsepower four-cylinder or a hp V6. Motor Trend
immediately made Taurus its car of the year. The engine was still a V6, but this one was a dual
overhead-cam setup engineered by Yamaha and was linked to a Mazda-developed five-speed
manual gearbox. The engine, originally developed for use in a new Ford sports car until that
project was killed , displaced only 3. The car remained front-wheel driven, but it had disc brakes
at all four corners, upgraded suspension, dual exhaust and rode on aluminum wheels wearing
high-performance tires. The SHO also got some bodywork modifications and a revised interior
with analog gauges, sport seats and other changes. SHO features leather sport seats. Now, you
could have a nice family sedan that was fun to drive and capable of sprinting to 60 miles per
hour in just a tick over 6. However the SHO proved to be very popular, leading Ford to begin

series production. The leather interior barely has a crease on either front seat, and it looks like
nothing has ever even touched the back seat. To view this listing on ClassicCars. Great car! Had
a 97 with the Yamaha V8
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. Loved the car. Wish I still had it. FUN car to drive yet very comfortable with great amenities.
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sport seats Now, you could have a nice family sedan that was fun to drive and capable of
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